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Are We Alone in the Universe?

13,7 Bilion years the age of the universe

The loca9on of our civiliza9on
(planet Earth 4,5 bilions and 10.000
years of technological evolu9on and
only 60 years of space esplora9on)

Possibility of existence of other
civiliza9on with milions or bilions of
years of advances technology than our

Se9 And Meti

Bibolotti e il Prof. Zaitsev

Understand any messages extraterrestrials, how?
The case of terrestrial languages disappeared or disappearing.
The first writing yet to decipher is the Etruscan. The
same applies to the Meroitic alphabet used in North
Africa in the kingdom of Kush civilization that
flourished around 800 BC between southern Egypt
and Sudan. Among the scriptures yet to be
deciphered there are three of the pre-Columbian
civilizations: The Olmec, the Zapotec and the epiOlmec. Returning to Europe, it remains to decipher
the writing "Linear A". Instead of writing a
completely incomprehensible and the Indus, used by
civilizations that lived in the Indus Valley between
2500 and 1900 BC The same goes for writing
Rongo Rongo, used by the first inhabitants of Easter
Island in 300 AD Have come down to us only 25
entries, on pieces of wood. It remains to understand,
then, the proto-Elamite writing and the one on
Phaistos Disc. The inscriptions engraved with
stencils on the Phaistos Disc are among the most
complex mysteries of? Human history.

But in case of alien
contact or receiving
messages, you will
never decipher or
understand its
meaning?

L'UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
ha diffuso la mappa interattiva delle lingue in via d'estinzione, in cui sono
evidenziate 2500 lingue in pericolo, su un totale di 6000. UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) released the
interactive map of endangered languages, which are highlighted in 2500
endangered languages, out of a total of 6000.

Something is here!
strange lights and objects in
sky the dawn of 9me carved
on rock walls

strange lights and objects in the sky the dawn of time
- 8.500 e 3.000 a. C. Deserto del Tassili, incisioni rupestri nel con animali, umanoidi e oggeR che sembrano ufo.
- 2000 a. C. Tes9 sanscri9 dell’an9ca India ricchi di descrizioni minuziose di baUaglie aeree, molto coeren9 con le aUuali doUrine di volo, come nel
Mahabharatha, Samarangana Sutradhara, Rig Veda, Purana, Bhagaravata e nei Vimanika Shastra.
- La bibbia nei raccon9 del carro di Ezechiele e la salita in cielo di Elia.
-332 a. C. Durante l’assedio della ciUà di Tiro da parte di Alessandro Magno, una formazione di scudi volan9 sorvola la ciUà apparendo ad entrambi
gli oppos9 schieramen9. Lo scudo più grande in testa emanò strani raggi contro le torri dissolvendole.
- Nel 329 a.C. l’esercito di Alessandro Magno fu "aUaccato" da due scudi argenta9 volan9, che sorprese l’esercito greco mentre aUraversava
il ﬁume Jaxartes, in India
- 2 agosto 216 a. C. nei pressi di Canne furono vis9 nella noUe scudi che volavano così in basso che si potevano dis9nguere uomini ves99 di bianco
come i sacerdo9 aUorno ad un ara.
-Cicerone parla di globi nel cielo nel suo "De Divina9one", nel Capitolo 43, parla di quando «...il sole splendeUe nella noUe, con grandi rumori nel cielo e il cielo
sembrava esplodere e stupefacen9 sfere vi apparvero...».
- Lo storico la9no Tito Livio, nella sua "Storia di Roma", riporta le tes9monianze di oggeR a forma di scudi circolari che volavano nel cielo e che erano sta9 vis9
sopra molte ciUà dell'Impero; aggiunge anche che il secondo re di Roma, Numa Pompilio, fu tes9mone personale della caduta dal cielo di uno di ques9 "scudi
volan9" e che lo avesse annoverato tra gli oggeR di culto delle pra9che religiose che stava promuovendo.
- Carcopino narra che nel mese di luglio successivo all’assassinio di Cesare per seUe giorni consecu9vi prima del tramonto si vedeva su Roma un disco luminoso
che procedeva verso Nord.
- Lo scienziato romano Plinio il Vecchio, nelle "Historiae Naturales", nei capitoli 25 e 36, racconta di "Clipeus Ardens" vis9 sfrecciare nel cielo dell'an9ca Roma
uguali a quelle che comparivano nell’an9ca Grecia Più precisamente egli classiﬁca gli oggeR in ﬁaccole, lampade e bolidi volan9, nonché le travi volan9.
- Giulio Ossequente parla di avvistamen9 (diurni e noUurni) riguardan9 "Scudi di fuoco", "torce", "più soli", più lune", "ruote luminose" ecc., apparsi su Roma e
su altri luoghi. Dal "De Prodigiis", il disegno di due Soli che apparvero su Alba nel 204 a. C..

Tito Livio

But an important ques9on remains.
What was ﬂying over the skies of Ancient Rome 2,000 years ago?
The New Cartago Sectret Weapons?

But what these are?

Fermi Paradox: Where are they?

“If it seems so likely the universe may host
other life forms, how come we haven’t see
any signs?

Some hypothesis about U.F.O.
1) Sectret Weapons?

2) Natural Phenomena? Weather Ballons?

3) ETH: Extra Terrestrial Hypotesis?

Comparison

The behavioral phenomenon

Discarding the idea that a great land power
has made this secret weapon remained so for
over 60 years and almost never used in that
theater of military conﬂict which would have
revealed the air superiority
n Most cases UFO, some accurate and
consistent manner seem to indicate that you
are in front of events controlled by conscious
intelligences.
Too many Bmes UFOs chased surface vessels
and aircraC disengaging then to an aDempt
to intercept.
Of various shapes and sizes, isolated or in
groups, the ability to move on a straight and
acceleraBon prohibiBve and someBmes in
deﬁance of the laws of aerodynamics,
interfering on electrical equipment perhaps
because of the side eﬀects of their own
moBve power, these devices, the spherical,
ovoid, bell-, disc-shaped, cylindrical were
spoDed by qualiﬁed engineers, scienBsts,
astronauts, detected by radar, photographed
and ﬁlmed

U.F.O. Uniden9ﬁed Flying Object :

The Birth of Ufology: J. Allen Hynek UFO Report

Joseph Allen Hynek Astrophysics, for over twenty years consultant of Project Blue
Book USAF UFO and "Professor Emeritus" of the Faculty of Astronomy at
Northwestern University,
<< .... Initially I was skeptical completion. I enjoyed very much to demonstrate the inconsistency of those who
seemed too absurd. I was the bitter enemy of those groups of "fans of flying saucers", wishing with all my
heart that UFOs were extraterrestrial in origin. My knowledge of these groups was almost entirely based on
what I had told the staff of the project Blue Book: namely, that they were all "lunatics and visionaries." Oppose
such a position would have had no use; It would be a clear case of "combat system".
My transformation was gradual, but in the late 60's was full. Today not devote a minute more to the issue of
UFOs, if I were not convinced that the problem is real and that efforts to investigate it, understand it and
finally solve it could have far-reaching consequences, even represent the beginning of a revolution in vision
the man has of himself and of his place in the universe .... >>

“The UFO ﬂap Map” (1896 -1980)

US Navy 1904: the case of the USS Supply
Sigh9ng of strange meteors in training
The sigh9ng was reported on the issue 4, volume 32, of March of 1904 of the
twen9eth century 'Monthly Weather Review' (MWR), a magazine devoted to
weather and climate.
The ar9cle, which appears on page 115 and bearing the signature of the US Navy
Lieutenant Frank H. Schoﬁeld, describes a sigh9ng of a strange aerial phenomenon
involving three members of the crew of the USS Supply on February 28, 1904
(la9tude 36 ° 20 'north, longitude 127 ° 36' west) oﬀ San Francisco the North Paciﬁc
Ocean.
At 06:10 am (local 9me) and for about 2 minutes, they were sighted three
"extraordinary meteors" ﬂying in "training checkerboard" and that appeared near
the horizon below the clouds, moving in the direc9on of the ship.

The ar9cle in
ques9on from
' M o n t h l y
Weather Review'
of March 1904
( s o u r c e :
A m e r i c a n
Meteorological
Society)

While they were on approach, these ﬂying objects began to soar,
soar above a layer of clouds and disappear from view, s9ll
proceeding checkerboard.
The main object had the shape of an egg and the dimensions were
measured as those of the "six Suns" (about 3 degrees of arc). The
other two items were smaller and appeared to be perfectly round.
They were really meteors? Or were UFOs (Uniden9ﬁed Flying
Objects)? From what we can tell, the meteors do not travel in
training "checkerboard", do not rise up and do not change course,
or remain visible for about two minutes.

II° World War: Los Angeles February 26, 1942

25 February 1942 EARLY
MORNING? Dozens of reﬂectors
of the 37th Coast Ar9llery Brigade
immediately intercepted the ship,
appeared as a magical and surreal
lantern in the dark and clear
winter sky above the City of
Angels. Few ci9es were able to
sleep awer the gunners of the
coastal defense opened ﬁre
downloading hundreds of bursts
of bullets into the bright object,
ini9ally spoUed while ﬂoa9ng
above the Metro Goldwyn Mayer
studios in Culver City. The roar of
the ar9llery and the whistling of
the tracers were felt everywhere
in Los Angeles, while the military
were certain of being able to hit
the target ... to no avail. It 'a great
ﬂying body, apparently
completely oblivious to the
hundreds of an9-aircraw shells
exploded it is target, with no
eﬀect.

II° World War 1944 - 45: Foo Fighter

The ﬁrst oﬃcial sigh9ng of a "ﬂying saucers" or "ﬂying disc"
June 24, 1947 Kenneth Arnold
Kenneth A. Arnold, a private
pilot, has become famous as
it is considered as the first
man who has publicly
reported a UFO sighting
widely documented, made in
the USA.

On 24 June 1947, Arnold
argued that, in his mind Call
Air A2 was conducting a
research of a military aircraft
went missing, he observed
nine unusual flying objects
flying near Mount Rainier in
deployment (Washington).
He described the objects as
flashing lights as if they were
reflecting the sun's rays, their
march was "irregular" and
flying at a very high speed.

Disegno che Kenneth Arnold fece per
l'intelligence degli Army Air Forces (AAF)

A.M.C. Air Material Command 1947

Brig.Gen.George SCHULGEN

•

•
•

The start of the ﬁrst oﬃcial project of studies uniden9ﬁed ﬂying objects taken as a basis a conﬁden9al document of the
US Army dated 23 September 1947: it was a note wriUen by Gen. Nathan Twining, head of the Air Material Command
Dalton , Ohio, at Brig.Gen. George SCHULGEN, then commander of the air units of the Army (in 1947 the Air Force was
s9ll an armed force in its own right but it depended on the Army).? The leUer refers to a previous request for an opinion
made by AC / AS -2 that is the Commander of Air Command in Washington, Brig.Gen.George SCHULGEN the Air Material
Command (AMC) on the same so-called "Flying Saucers".?
The response of Gen.Nathan Twining was as follows:
"This command is of the opinion that:? A) the phenomenon of which the object is real, not ﬁc99ous or unreal? B)
conﬁrms the existence of the disk-shaped objects, the magnitude which would make them look comparable to those of
conven9onal aircraw;? c) the possibility exists that some reports have originated from natural phenomena, such as
meteors;? d) the ﬂight characteris9cs as reported, for example, the high climb rates, maneuverability (in par9cular on the
rolling radius ) and other maneuvers undertaken following sigh9ng or radar intercep9on of our aircraw, they are to be
considered evasive nature and tend to favor the hypothesis that some of the objects seen are governed manually,
automa9cally or remotely. ? Let them taken reasonable care that:? 1) it is possible that the items are of na9onal origin,
the result of any top secret programs whose existence is ignored by AC / AS-2 or by this command;? 2) lack hard evidence
such as, for example, scrap recovered in cases of ﬂight accidents, are able to prove the existence of objects in a concrete
way;? 3) is likely to exist, unknown to us, a form of propulsion, perhaps nuclear, held from some other na9on; ?? This
command is recommended:? a) that the Army Avia9on Command, through appropriate direc9ve, gives priority, secrecy
classiﬁca9on and code name, in order to carry out a detailed study of the phenomenon, including the ' deepening of a
complete set of all available and relevant data provided by: Army, Navy, Atomic Energy Commission, JRDS, Air Force
Scien9ﬁc Advisory Group, NACA and Projects by RAND and NEPA for comments and recommenda9ons. These bodies
draw up a preliminary report within 15 daysreceipt of data and they should see the drawing of a periodic report detailed
monthly basis, for the dura9on of the conduct of the study. "

Project 1947

Project Sign (1947-1948 )

Project Sign group inside the T-2 Conference Room at Wright PaUerson AFB in 1948. From lew and around the table are: Lt. Col. Malcolm
Seashore, chief of Material Command Intelligence Technical Analysis; [uniden9ﬁable person blocked by Seashore]; Lt. Col. J.J. Hausman; Col.
Howard McCoy, director of Air Material Command T-2 Intelligence Division; [believed to be] Capt. Robert Sneider, Project oﬃcer under
McCoy and Clingerman; [believed to be] Col. William Clingerman, execu9ve oﬃcer for Material Command Intelligence Analysis (MCIA); and
John "Red" Honaker, liaison to the AMC Commander Lt Gen. Nathan Twining, with pipe.

Los Alamos Conference on Aerial Phenomena 16 feb 1949

Edward Teller

Project Grudge (1949-1951)

Général Charles Cabell

Project Twinkle (1949-1952)

Green
Fireballs

il Project Bear (1951): da “ﬂying saucer” a U.F.O.

Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt

Conference July 29 to are noted from lew to right: James,
Ramey, Ruppelt, Samford, Bower and Griﬃng

•

The term "UFO" was coined in 1951 by US Air Force Captain Edward J. Ruppelt, experienced bomber pilot in World
War II and instructed to take under control the government inves9ga9ons on "ﬂying saucers" as coordinator of
the Bear Project , oﬃcially launched on Oct. 27, 1951.

•

Ruppelt himself writes in his book that he created the term UFO instead of "ﬂying saucer" because the laUer was
not very digniﬁed for a military terminology. Dish or saucer, however, was the nomenclature commonly used
before that 9me to deﬁne what was observed in the heavens and that had a certain strangeness that denied a
quid a viable and logical interpreta9on.

Project Blue Book 1952-1970

Casi censi/: 12.618
Casi rimas/ non classiﬁca/: 701

Psychoanalysis and UFO: Carl Gustav Jung

What is observed in the sky ... and sometimes in time reappears
(Italia, 1933; USA, 1948 e 1949)

Historical images of UFO cases sighting radar

President Truman In 1952 Conﬁrms UFOs Are Real

From a controller's original sketch, some saucer
movements July 20 on Washington radar scope are
diagrammed above.
At A, seven blips appeared suddenly. Two moved (B)
near White House, one near Capitol. At C, one fled a
northwest bound airliner (indicated by row of blips).
Later (D) ten flocked at Andrews Field. E illustrates a
saucer's right-angle turn compared with curving turn of
ordinary aircraft

Historical images of UFO cases sighting radar
Washington 1952

Photos from satellites

November 21, 1999 at 14:45
The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric (NOAA) has several
Geosynchronous Orbiting
Satellites in orbit watching the
Earths weather and environment.

September 03, 1993
Earth Orbit
METEOSAT photo

July 17, 1992 - Earth Orbit, GEOS-8 Satellite, Space Geostationary Orbital Environmental Satellite 8 (GOES-8)

URSS
October 18, 1967 First Commission Official USSR Cosmonautics

Un fotogramma della ripresa eﬀeBuata il 26 giugno 1999

3 luglio 2002: secondo incontro con gli UFO

1965 Il CUN Centro Ufologico Nazionale
Il Centro Ufologico Nazionale segue dal 1965 il fenomeno degli oggeR volan9 non iden9ﬁca9.

Congresso di Riccione 1967 –
PinoR, Bartoli, BaraRni, Bordoni-Bisleri, Maioli, Piccoli, Alber9ni, Ribera

J. Allen Hynek con R. PinoR

G. BaraRni, fondatore del CUN
con J. Allen Hynek

Se9 And Meti

Bibolotti e il Prof. Zaitsev

United Nations 1967
"The most important problem we face in the United Nations after the Vietnam War,? Is the UFO phenomenon
"New York Post", 27-6-1967.
23-1-1970 U Thant, questioned by journalists about the UFO on his arrival in Ottawa, Canada, said:?
"There are things about which I was not allowed to speak.“ (UN General Secretary)
Dr. Thornton Page, dr. David L. Morgan,
John G. Fuller, Richard Hoagland og
dr. James E. McDonald.
Photo 26. januar 1968.

U. Thant

Discorso del Fisico James McDonald alle Nazioni Unite il 7-6-1967.

United Nations 1978
Recommendation to Establish UN Agency for UFO Research –
UN General Assembly decision 33/426, 1978

United Nations
original source notice
Summary: At its 87th plenary meeting, on 18 December 1978, the UN General Assembly, on
the recommendation of the Special Political Committee recommended the establishment of an
agency or a department of the United Nations for undertaking, co-ordinating and
disseminating the results of research into unidentified flying objects and related phenomena.
UN General Assembly decision 33/426, 1978
Establishment of an agency or a department of the United Nations for undertaking, coordinating and disseminating the results of research into unidentified flying objects and related
phenomena
At its 87th plenary meeting, on 18 December 1978, the General Assembly,on the
recommendation of the Special Political Committee adoptedthe following text as representing
the consensus of the membersof the Assembly:
"1. The General Assembly has taken note of the statements made, and draft resolutions
submitted, by Grenada at the thirty-second and thirty-third sessions of the General Assembly
regarding unidentified flying objects and related phenomena.
"2. The General Assembly invites interested Member States to take appropriate steps to
coordinate on a national level scientific research and investigation into extraterrestrial life,
including unidentified flying objects, and to inform the Secretary-General of the observations,
research and evaluation of such activities.
“3. The General Assembly request the Secretary-general to transmit the statements of the
delegation of Grenada and the relevant documentation to the Committee on the Paceful Uses
of Outer Space, sothat it may consider them at its session in 1979
"4. The Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space will permit Grenada, upon its request,
to present its views to the Committee at its session in 1979.

International treaties USA USSR 30 sep. 1971

Article 3 states: "The parties
si'impegnano to immediately
inform each other as soon as
you detect unidentified objects
using early warning systems of
missile attack, or disturbances
occur in these systems or
corresponding media, if such
events can determine the risk of
outbreak of nuclear war between
the two countries "
September 30, 1971 US and USSR sign an agreement on measures for
reduction of Tripping Danger of Nuclear War between the two Great
Powers. ? The agreement was signed by Gromyko (USSR) and Rogers
(USA)? to center of Nixon

UFO and Intelligence:
FRANCIA: 1999 Dossier COMETA
Report submiBed to President Chirac and
Prime Minister Josphin with a preface by
General Norlain, former director of the
Ins/tute of Advanced Studies of Na/onal
Defense (IHEDN)

-André Lebeau, former President of
the National Center for Space
Studies (Centre National D’études
Spatiales), or CNES. of IHEDN.
-General Denis Letty of the Air
Force, former auditor (FA) of IHEDN.
-General Bruno Lemoine, of the Air
Force (FA of IHEDN)
-Admiral Marc Merlo, (FA of IHEDN) Michel Algrin, Doctor in Political
Sciences, attorney at law (FA of
IHEDN)
-General Pierre Bescond, engineer
for armaments (FA of IHEDN)
-Denis Blancher, Chief National
Police superintendent at the
Ministry of the Interior
-Christian Marchal, chief engineer of
the national Corps des Mines and
Research Director at the National
Office of Aeronautical Research
(ONERA)
-General Alain Orszag, Ph.D. in
physics, armaments engineer

Cometa Report,
concluded:? "the
origin of the UFO as
manifesta/ons of
extraterrestrial
en//es is almost
certain"

Interna/onal symposia of San Marino on SETI Extraterrestrial life and UFOs
The oﬃcial government documents on UFOs

Nik Pope MoD

Coll. Olivero RGS

Ministry of Defence U.K.

Stato Maggiore Aeronau9ca Italia

Ministro Casali
RSM

Prof. Almar: Se9 Me9

AM Italiana: RGS

PinoR e Prof. Drake

CUN Archive and Database sigh9ngs in Italy 1901- 2015
Archive SUF uniﬁed in 2000 to CUN

The "ﬁle of the fascist era: the V.N.C. Unconven9onal aircraw "(Italy, 1933)

UFO: towards to the Paradigm Shift

The media: magazines and newspapers
The emotional impact, the simulations as a test, production-oriented, the
management of the "contact"

GFA (Global Competitiveness Forum), 23-24-25 e 26 gennaio 2011 a
Riyadh (Arabia Saudita)

"Contact: Learning from Outer Space".
In the prestigious GFA (Global Competitiveness Forum), which was held on
23-24-25 and 26 January 2011 in Riyadh (Saudi Arabia), there was talk of
UFOs and extraterrestrials. So in a context where participate the biggest
characters in terms of the economic world, we talked about this sensitive
topic.
During the Fifth Annual Meeting of the GFA they participated, as experts
in the subject, these distinguished scientists and ufologists:
Zaghloul El Naggar (Professor of Earth Sciences), Stanton T. Friedman
(Nuclear Physicist, lecturer and writer), Michio Kaku (Professor of
Theoretical Physics at the City University of New York, TV host to SCI FI
Science at Discovery / Science TV Channel ), Nick Pope (writer and
journalist) and Jacques Vallee (Franco Polish astronomer, writer and
member of the SBV).
Their relationships were all focused on "Contact: Learning from Outer
Space". That's how it was introduced the theme of which, later, the
speakers have deepened with their relationships.
"The socio-cultural and psychological assumptions and preconceptions
bind us to a large extent, including the form of our views of the universe, so
that we may be inclined to find what you're looking for, and they can not
see what we are not . Using the knowledge gained from research in the field
of Ufology and in that of extraterrestrial life, what can we learn about
obstacles to innovation in other areas of research?
- Innovation and anthropocentrism, ethnocentrism and ego? - Forgery
and evidence of absence

Magari il GFA è interessato a ciò, in prospettiva anche al futuro negli
investimenti alle imprese. Tra gli sponsor presenti alla manifestazione
ricordiamo (tanto per citarne qualcuno) la Boeing, la CNN, il National
Geographic, Al Jazirah, Financial Times, Google e tanti altri.

Italian Universi9es
12 Thesis on UFOs

The mythmaking UFO Thesis philosophy
University of Milan Stefania Genovese (1999)

Ministero dell'Istruzione, dell'Università e della Ricerca
22/06/2010
State examina9on a.s. 2009/2010 In the ﬁrst line test

Are We alone?

INTERNET: by 2007, the web is used to convey government
records data on UFOs

L'European Space Policy Ins/tute: "UFO's and Exogenous
Intelligence Encounters“

Oﬃcial number of
UFO reports
transmiUed to the
Authori9es.
(Sources: USA: Blue
Book’ sta9s9cs,
France: CNES
website,
United Kingdom:
Ministry of Defence
website)

Air Force Boeing Stratojet
reconnaissance jet RB-47

2012-2013 University of Edinburgh,
at the start a free online course to learn all about UFOs and aliens

La sede dell'Università di Edimburgo

Prof. Charles Cockell

For fans of UFOs and aliens are receiving a great innova9on by the University of Edinburgh, in Scotland: it comes to lessons in digital form,
through which it is possible to deepen the study of the new worlds and their alien life. Topics so far treated some ufologist or hunter
extraterrestrials do it yourself, but never oﬀered a speciﬁc course of study. A true "sort of introduc9on astrobiology, ﬁeld of study that
deals with ques9ons of wide interest.”
More speciﬁcally, this course on UFOs and aliens is part of a par9cular project.
The University of Edinburgh, in fact, is the ﬁrst in the UK to be part of a consor9um sponsored by Stanford University in California, so
that, to those who are willing, are oﬀered free lessons and computer systems on any topic. Other renowned universi9es that have joined
this ini9a9ve are those of Princeton and Berkeley. So far this group, called Coursera, has organized courses for over 650,000 students,
belonging to over 190 countries.
The lessons of UFOs and aliens will be coordinated by the Director of the Center for Astrobiology in the UK, Charles Cockell. They held all
over in ﬁve weeks, for a commitment by the students of only four hours a week. "We will study - says the teacher who will take care of
the course - some of the space missions involved in the search for life in our solar system, but also on planets orbi9ng distant stars." Not
only that, the topics will be many others: for example, the origin and evolu9on of the Earth or the implica9ons that alien life may have in
our society.

Astronomers lecture on UFOs

Canada

The grounds of the David Dunlap Observatory

Astronomer Ian Shelton

Astronomers of the David Dunlap Observatory in Richmond Hill, Ontario (Canada) said that UFOs are real,
at least in regard to the uniden9ﬁed ﬂying objects that were seen in the skies.
However, their series of lectures focused on "whether there is life elsewhere this planet." This is a
ques9on I think is s9ll unanswered.

Astronomer Clay Sherrod Explores UFOs in Presenta9on at Pensacola State College’s
Noted astronomer P. Clay Sherrod explores the
phenomenon of uniden9ﬁed ﬂying objects (UFOs) at
6:00 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 3, at Pensacola State
College’s Hagler Auditorium, Building 2, on the
Pensacola campus.

Va9cano Scienza Extraterrestri e UFO

‘Would You Bap/se an ExtraterrestrialGuy
Consolmagno New President of Va/can Observatory Founda/on

R.I.V. Res Inesplicata Volantes

Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi
Theologian Biblist Judaism
President of the Pon/ﬁcal
Council of Cutura

Proposal protocols Contact
by R. PinoR Secretary C.U.N. and speaker C.E.T.I.

We've been visited?
But it was impossible to get on the planet according to the principle of long distances
even traveling at the speed of light?

Carl Sagan
26 november 1962

Paul Davies "Footprints of Alien Technology“ on the Moon, Planet Earth and Asteroid

Stephen Hawking: Intelligent Aliens Could
Conquer or Colonize or Destroy Humanity,

"If aliens were able to visit Earth, that would
mean they would have technological
capabili9es sophis9cated enough not to need
slaves, food or other planets," she added.
The new Breakthrough Listen ini9a9ve is
scheduled to operate for 10 years and will
search for signs of non-naturally occurring
communica9ons in both radio frequencies and
laser transmissions. The ini9a9ve will scan the
1 million stars closest to Earth in the Milky
Way, as well as the 100 closest galaxies.

But now today, awer the digital revolu9on,
what would you do
in case of arrival of extraterrestrials?

Thank you all

